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1. Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:   
1- Where is the changing room?  
a) Upstairs  b) Downstars  c) Outside   d) Inside  
2- What sport do you practise?  
a) Football  b) Volleyball  c) Karate   d) Tennis  
3- How long do you practise ?  
a) For 5 hours  b) For 6 hours  c) For 7 hours d) For 4 hours 
2 Listen and answer the following questions:   

1- Who built the Muntazah Palace ?.............................................................................. 
2- Why did King Abbas II build it ?................................................................................ 
3- How many towers does it have ? .............................................................................. 

 

3-Complete the following dialogue: 
Salma meets Amal, a new girl in the class.  
Salma   : Hello, Amal! How can I (1)............................. you ? 
Amal     ;  May you give me a (2).............................. of our school ? 
Salma   : With pleasure. 
Amal     : How (3).............................. will it take to know our class? 
Salma   : Only five minutes. It is at the (4).............................. of the first floor. 
Amal     : Thanks.   
 
4-Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues :  
1-Warda: Can I ask a question? ..................................................................................? 
Leila: When I was a child, I lived in Luxor. 

 
2.Hassan: Hello, can I speak to Ali, please? 
Mother: Yes,........................................................ 
Ali: Hello, Hassan. Thank you for calling back! 

 

5-Read the following , then answer the questions : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

A) Answer the following questions: 
1.Why did Mrs Hala come to school at 7 o'clock?..................................................................... 
2.How many children have Mrs Hala got?.................................................................................. 
3.Why do you think all students like Mrs Hala?.......................................................................... 
 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4.Nada is the.........in the family. 
a) longest         b) youngest        c) tallest     d) heaviest 
5.The teacher's only son is going to be a....... 
a) teacher         b) doctor        c) dentist     d) farmer 

 
 
 

6-a. Match column A with column B:  

Mrs Hala was a teacher of English in a preparatory school. She was very kind and   
helpful, so all students liked he,. She used to come to school a, 7 o'clock in the morning  
to give their students more lessons and help them with their homework. she has got  a 
small family . her husband, Mr Samir is a doctor, her two daughters Sama and Nada  
and her only son Salah. Salah is going to be a dentist. But her elder daughter Sama  
who likes English and science wants to be a doctor like her father. Nada, the youngest  
daughter, wants to be a computer programmer. They are a happy family.  
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B  A  

a. with a lot of money. 1. Crusoe sold the goods 

b. on the beach 2. The pirates sold the sailors 

c. in Guinea 3. Crusoe went back to London 

d. in Brazil. 4. Crusoe could only see the ship's two cats 

e. as slaves in Morocco 1. (       )     2. (      )     3. (      )     4. (      )  

 
B ) answer the following questions: 

1. Why do you think Crusoe wanted to be a sailor? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
2. When and where Robinson crusoe born? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
3. What did Crusoe take to Guinea from London? Why? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
4. Do you think Crusoe was too young to leave home and sail to Guinea? Why / Why not?
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
 

7- choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d: 
1-The Citadel in Cairo is one of the most important ………………….. in Egypt.    
a- monuments                 b- statues                     c- museums                  d- views  
2-Mona……….. to school yesterday because she was ill. 
a. wasn't come                b. doesn’t come           c. don’t come                d. didn’t come 
3-The muntazah palace is…………..the sea in Alexandria 
a- in                                   b-by                              c-on                                d-at 
4- we are going to go on a long …………….to the countryside.  
a-journey                          b-plan                           c-project                        d-site  
5- You ................ drink water from the river. It's not clean.            
a- must                              b- mustn’t                     c- can                            d- could 
6-It’s near the end and it’s 3-0 for Egypt. We ……… the game!         
a. are going to win            b. win                            c. will win                     d. mustn’t win 
7. Hadi ……………karate for five hours a day.                                
a. goes                                b. likes                         c. practises                  d. makes 
8- At school, you………….talk to your friends at break. 
a- can't                                b- must                         c- mustn’t                     d- can 

 
8— Read and correct the underlined words: 

1. You must eat not in the changing room.                            ( ..…………….  ) 

2. pavements are tall parts of a building. ( ..…………….  ) 

3. Naglaa took an English test next week ( ..…………….  ) 

4. We have science lessons in the library. ( ..…………….  ) 

 
9. Write a paragraph of six (6) sentences on  (The Citadel: 
……................................................………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………...........……………………………………………..….  

……................................................………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………..……. 

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………..…….  

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………...  
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1. Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:   

1- What game does Ibrahim Hamato play ? 
a) tennis        b) Judo         c) Table tennis      d) Squash 
2- Ibrahim Hamato had an accident when he was…………………….. . 
a) 10            b) 15           c) 20                 d) 5 
3- What did the accident do to Ibrahim ?  
a) It stopped his life                  b) It changed his life  
c) It helped his life                    d) It was bad for his life 

2 Listen and answer the following questions:   
1- Who is your hero? ……………………………..................…….....................……….. 
2- where was your grandfather born? …………………………….............………….. 
3- What was your grandfather's job? …………………………...........……………….. 
 

3-Complete the following dialogue: 
.Tamer is introducing his cousin to Karim 

Tamer : Hi, Karim. This is my cousin, Samir. He lives in Jordan. 
Samir  : It’s nice to (1) ................ you, Karim. 
Karim  : Pleased to meet you too, Samir. (2)..................... you visited Cairo before? 
Samir  : No, I (3) ..................., but I’ve been to Siwa. 
Karim  : Do you mean that you’ve been to Siwa but not to Cairo? 
Samir   : That’s right! I (4) ................... there with my university. 
 
4-Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues :  
1.Nabila: I visited a town in England called Bury.                                    
Reem: ...................................................................................................? 
Nabila: Yes, I said that I visited a town in England called Bury. 

 
2-Magda:  Have you been to London before? 
Rania: ........................................................................................ 

 

5-Read the following , then answer the questions : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A) Answer the following questions: 
1. How far is it from the Cairo International Stadium to the airport?  
………………….……………………....................................................................................... 
2. When did Egypt win the African Cup of Nations for the fifth time? 
………………….……………………....................................................................................... 
3. How many teams came to the African Cup of Nations in Egypt? 
………………….……………………....................................................................................... 
B. Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d: 
4. Cairo International Stadium has ……………….. seats.  
a. fifty seven hundred                                      b. seventy five hundred 
c. fifty seven thousand                                     d. seventy five thousand 
5-The underlined word "there " refers to …………………...  
a. Cairo Stadium                   b. the airport                      c. Nasr City                           d. Africa 

 
 

One of the most important stadiums in Egypt is Cairo International Stadium. It is 
the home of the Egyptian football. It is in Nasr City and about ten kilometres from 
the airport. It has 75.000 seats for people who want to watch sports. You can 
nearly watch all the most important football matches there. In 2006, sixteen teams 
from all over Africa played in the African Cup of Nations. The final was between 
Egypt and the Ivory Coast. Egypt won the cup, for the fifth time! 
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6-a. Match column A with column B:  
B  A  

a in the fort  1. Crusoe got many things from the ship 

b. the goats' milk 2. Crusoe used a small boat 

d. in the valley . 3. Crusoe made cheese from 

c. before it sank . 4. There were orange and lemon trees 

e. to sail around the island 1. (       )     2. (      )     3. (      )     4. (      )  

B ) answer the following questions: 
1. What name did Crusoe give to his new friend? Why? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
2. What was the problem with the first boat Crusoe built? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
3. Why do you think Crusoe wanted to sail around the island? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
4. What do you think is more useful to Crusoe the telescope or the gun? Why? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
 

7- choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d: 
1-. The final of the tennis ……… is on Saturday.    
a-lesson                  b- stadium                    c- match                          d-competition 
2-Alexandria is the city................we like most.   
a- who                    b- which                        c- when                             d- where 
3- The people........... live next door are very friendly.           
a- who                     b- which                       c- where                           d- whom 
4- My father always …………….me to do well in exams.  
a-encourages         b-wakes                        c-learns                           d-watches                
5-My uncle Fahmy………….from the university of Ain shams 
a-damaged             b-graduated                  c-encouraged                 d-succeeded 
6. Hamdi has ……… to England. He’ll be home next week.  
a. gone                   b. been                           c. go                                d. went 
7. When we visited the rainforest, it was an amazing ……… .  
a-experience         b-airmail                        c- experiment                 d- interview         
8- Samy has………..travelled by plane before.  
a-never                    b- ever                           c- every                          d- later 
 

8— Read and correct the underlined words: 
1. They went to the studio to watch the football match. ( ..…………….  ) 
2. I really amaze my mother because she does so much for us.           ( ..…………….  ) 
3. Ali’s friend has wrote him an email.                                        ( ..…………….  ) 
4. Have you never swum in the sea?  

 
( ..…………….  ) 

9. Write a paragraph of six (6) sentences on  (My hero 
……................................................………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………...........……………………………………………..….  

……................................................………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………..……. 

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………..…….  

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………... 
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1. Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:   
1. What did Mahmoud start? 
a. playing chess          b. taking photos           c. studying           d. sleeping 
2. Where did Mahmoud go on his school trip? To the …………… . 
a. museum                 b. Port Said                  c. Lake Nasser     d. Aswan 
3. Where did Mahmoud put the photo of the lake? In ………. . 
a. an album           b. the school magazine    c. his science book  d. the library. 

2 Listen and answer the following questions:   
1- What kind of programme is Ali watching? ……………………………..................…………….. 
2- What is the programme called? ……………………………………….. 
3- What is the programme about? ………………………………………….. 
 

3-Complete the following dialogue: 
Randa is talking to Wafaa about her TV programme.  
Randa  : What are your plans for tonight? 
Wafaa   : I'm (1) ................... to watch my favourite programme. 
Randa  : What (2) .................. of programme do you prefer? 
Wafaa   : It's a (3) ………………. . It tells me interesting information. 
Randa  : I'd rather watch a (4) …………………….. It makes me laugh.  
Wafaa   : I agree with you! 
 
4-Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues :  
1-Esraa : ……………………………………………………………..? 
   Mona  : yes, I did. my mother used to walk with me.    

 
2.Zeinab: Is it true that Sara is in hospital? 
Randa   : Yes. ............................................................ She broke her leg 
Zeinab   : Poor Sara! 

 

5-Read the following , then answer the questions : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

A) Answer the following questions: 
1-Why did the scientist forget about his food ?....................................................................... 
2-When did the scientist begin to feel hungry ?..................................................................... 
3-Why did the scientist go to the kitchen ?............................................................................ 

B. Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d: 
4- The scientist put the watch in the pan because he was thinking of his............. 
a.family                              b.work                c.food            d.wife 
5-The scientist saw the eggs in a small ..................  
a.basket                              b.pan                c.nest               d.hand 
 

 
 
 

6-a. Match column A with column B:  

A famous scientist lived with his wife, his two sons and a daughter. He often forgot 
about his food when he was studying all day. His wife used to put some food in a place 
where he was sure to see it. One night, after he had been working very hard, he began 
to feel hungry. He looked round the room. He saw some eggs in a small basket. At once, 
he decided to cook one of them. The scientist took the egg in one hand and his watch in 
the other. He went to the kitchen to cook the egg. As he was thinking of his work and 
not of his food, he put his watch in the pan thinking it was the egg. To his surprise, he 
found the egg in his hand. 
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B  A  

a- was Friday's father.  1. Crusoe saved a prisoner    

b. was Crusoe's wife. 2. Friday wanted to be  

d. Crusoe's slave but Crusoe refused. 3. Crusoe didn't want a slave,  

c. and called him Friday. 4. One of the prisoners 

e. he wanted a friend. 1. (       )     2. (      )     3. (      )     4. (      )  

B ) answer the following questions: 
1. How many children did Crusoe have?   
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
2. What did Friday and Crusoe do when they saw a prisoner with dangerous men? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
3. Why do you think Crusoe taught Friday to speak English? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
4. Do you think Crusoe was sad when he left the island at the end? Why / Why not?
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
 

7- choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d: 
1-a ………….programme that tells you information about the world today. 
a. news                        b. documentary                c. nature                     d. quiz show 
2-Hatem has been to Alexandria, but he hasn't been to Luxor………….    
a- yet                            b- just                                c- never                      d- ever  
3-The sky…………….grey and became very windy.  
a-rained                        b-took                               c-turned                      d-came 
4- In the past, people used........................ a lot of letters.   
a- send                         b- to sending                    c- to send                   d- sent 
5-Which film do you ……………for me to watch?   
a- give                           b-recommend                  c-take                         d-show 
6-Fareeda is not hungry because she has ...................had lunch. 
a- yet                             b- already                        c- never                      d- usually 
7-I haven’t seen such a bad storm ……….. I was a little boy  
a- for                             b- since                            c- already                     d- just 
8- Don't forget to write the address on the................ before sending a letter.    
a- stamp                       b- envelope                     c- email                          d- airmail   

 

8— Read and correct the underlined words: 
1. It is so important to look for the animals. ( ..…………….  ) 
2. . arrivedsuddenthe thief was trying to escape when the police   ( ..…………….  ) 
3. My brother has been a policeman since five years. ( ..…………….  ) 
4. What do you use to do in the past?  ( ..…………….  ) 

 

9. Write a paragraph of six (6) sentences on  (" an important invention" 
……................................................………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………...........……………………………………………..….  

……................................................………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………..……. 

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………..…….  

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………...  
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1. Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:   
1- What is the nationality of Jing Zhang ? 
a) Japanese          b) Chinese             c) American            d) Syrian   
2- What is Jing Zhang good at ? 
a) sailing               b) singing               c) sports                  d) arts 
3- How tong does Jing Zhang practise karate ?  
a) five hours          b) four   hours       c) three hours       d) two hours 

2 Listen and answer the following questions:   
1.Where is Fort Qaitbey?................................................................................................ 
2.When was Fort Qaitbey built?...................................................................................... 
3.What could you see from its walls?.............................................................................. 

 
3-Complete the following dialogue: 
Dina is asking Eman about her school. 
Dina    :    (1)................ ........school are you in? 
Eman  : I'm in Saad Zaghloul Prep School. 
Dina    : How do you (2)..........................to school? 
Eman  : On (3)........................... 
Dina    : Why? 
Eman   : Because it isn't (4)........................from my house 
 
4-Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues :  
1-A  : Excuse me. Where is the post office, please? 
B : ………………………………………………………  

 
2.Mona : .......................................................................................? 
Fatma   : No. What happened to your sister? 
Mona    : She won a prize for writing an English poem. 
  
5-Read the following , then answer the questions : 

The Citadel in Cairo is one of the most important monuments in Egypt. You can see its 
towers from a long way away, Some people call it Salah al-Din’s Castle. This is 
because Salah al-Din-Ayouby, the famous king, built it to protect Cairo. It took eight 
years to complete. Work began in 1176 and finished in 1184. There are also four 
museums in the Citadel. You can visit several mosques, too. 
 

A) Answer the following questions: 
1.Where is the Citadel?........... .......... ................................................ 
2.Who built the Citadel?..................................................................... 
3.How long did it take to build?............................................................ 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4.Salah al-Din built the Citadel to--------Cairo. 
a) clean            b) destroy             c) visit         d) protect 
5. there are.............museums in the Citadel. 
a) 7            b) 6                        c 4                    d) 5 
 
 
 

D The Reader 
6-a. Match column A with column B:  
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B  A  

a. were found on the beach  1. Crusoe 

b. bought some goods to sell in Guinea. 2. The parrot 

c. was learnt some words. 3. The ship's cats 

d. rescued the pirates. 4. A man's footprint 

e. made Crusoe afraid 1. (       )     2. (      )     3. (      )     4. (      )  

 
B ) answer the following questions: 

1. Why did Crusoe decide to be a sailor? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
2. What did Crusoe decide to write every day? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
3. What kind of goods do you think Crusoe bought to sell in Africa? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
4. why do you think Crusoe wrote a diary? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 

 
7- choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d: 

1. The……… is the  largest sea animal . 
a. wall              b. wool    c. sheep   d. whale 
2. You ……… stay in the library after six o’clock because it closes then. 
a. must   b. can’t    c. can    d. did 
3. Hamdi has cousins in England and other ………in Italy. 
a. parents   b. relatives               c. families     d. brothers 
4. That is the stadium ……… my favourite team play. 
a. where   b. who    c. what      d. which 
5. Did you win a ……… when you won the competition? 
a. tribe             b. prize    c. degree       d. picnic  
6. I’ve been to Cairo but I ……… been to Luxor. 
a. not             b. haven’t               c. never       d. have 
7. This key is one of many historical ……… in the museum. 
   a) objects                b) buildings                       c) sites                        d) pavements 
8- ………you finished your homework, Warda? 
a. Has               b. Did     c. Had           d. Have 
 
8— Read and correct the underlined words:  

1. That is Yousif which is a doctor. (                      ) 
2. Have you ever go to the dentist?  . (                      ) 
3. I  bought some flowers from the bakery. (                      ) 
4. We mustn't take in the library. (                      ) 
 
9-Write a paragraph of six sentences on:  

A week in Luxor" 
……................................................…………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………...........……………………………………………….  
……................................................…………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………. 
…………………………………………………………...........……………………………………………….  

…………………………………………………………...........……………………………………………….  
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 1-Listen and choose the correct answer a , b , or c: 

1- Where is Salah al-Din's castle? 
a) in Giza              b) in Suez                                 c) in Cairo                 d) in Assuit   
2- Why did he build it? 
a) To sleep in       b) To protect the capital          c) To live in               d) To play in 
3- How long did it take to finish building the castle?  
a) seven years      b) eight  hours                          c) nine hours            d) ten hours 

 2-Listen and answer the following questions  
1. Where have Adel and his friends been to?............................................................ 
2. What has Adel done there?..................................................................................... 
3. Who took pictures?.................................................................................................. 

 
3-Complete the following dialogue: 
Nada is asking Maha about the person she admires. 
Nada  : Hello Maha, can I ask you some questions? 
Maha  : sure. 
Nada  : (1).........................is the person you admire? 
Maha  : I admire (2)................................ 
Nada  : (3).........................do you admire our dad? 
Maha  : I admire him (4)................................ he works hard to bring us up well. 
 
4-Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues :  
1- Salah :.............................................................? 

Ahmed : No, I have never been to London.  
 
 2-Rana :Where is Wadi Al-Hitan ? 
   Sama : .............................................................. 
  
5-Read the following , then answer the questions : 
Last month, we visited this interesting city and the area around it. We went to The beautiful 
Mosque of Qaitbey near the market. Sultan Qaitbey built it  in 1490. He also built Fort Qaitbey 
in Alexandria. we took a trip to Ain al-Siliyin. You can swim there. The water is good for you! 
We also visited an island in the middle of Lake Qaroun. You must be quiet because hundreds 
of birds live on the island. We also visited Qasr Qaroun. This castle is about 45 kilometres 
from Fayoum. 
 
 A) Answer the following questions: 
1- How far is Qasr Qaroun from Fayoum?........................................................................ 
2- When was the Mosque of Qaitbey built?...................................................................... 
3- Why do you think we must be quiet on the island in the middle of Lake Qaroun ? 
.............................................................................................................................................. 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4.The underlined word " it " refers to.................... 
a) Lake Qaroun b) Fort Qaitbey      c) Qasr Qaroun     d) Mosque of Qaitbey 
5. We visited ...................... in the middle of Lake Qaroun 
a) a fort                      b) an island                c) a castle               d a palace 
 
 

D The Reader 

6-a. Match column A with column B:  
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B  A  

a. orange and lemon trees. 1. Robinson Crusoe 

b. some English words.. 2. In the valley, there were 

c. some French words. 3. Crusoe used trees 

d. was born in York in England. 4. Crusoe taught Friday 

e. to make a table and chairs. 1. (       )     2. (      )     3. (      )     4. (      )  

 
B ) answer the following questions: 

1. Where did the pirates take Crusoe and the others? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
2. What did Crusoe use the pens and ink for ? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
3. Why do you think Crusoe was afraid when he saw the man's footprint on the beach? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 
4. Why do you think Crusoe wrote his diary every night? 
 ………………………………………………………………………….…………………….……… 

 
7-Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d   
1. Before you eat, you must................your hands 
a. watch           b. wash   c. wait       d. walk 
2. They didn't............................the conference last month.. 
a. attends            b. attending   c. attended       d. attend 
3. I intend to visit my relatives,  I..................visit them soon. 
a. am going to          b. going to               c. will       d. is going to 
4. UNESCO...................... after the world's most important places. 
a. takes            b. picks    c. looks       d. makes 
5. Nabil has................an engineer. 
a. became            b. become                    c. becoming       d. becomes 
6. After completing university, a student gets....................... 
a. prize            b. medal             c. competition       d. degree 
7. Wimbledon is the city...............you can see tennis matches 
a) who                       b) which                            c) where                        d) whose 
8- a long time ago, people used gold...................for money. 
a) walls                     b) coins                             c) machines                   d) statues 
  

8-Read and correct the underlined words:   

1. Some tribes live for from cities (                      ) 
2. Science is a very interested subject . (                      ) 
3. Have you lived in this village since a long time? (                      ) 
4. Have you never swum in the river? (                      ) 
 
9- Write an email of six sentences to your friend about " a sport that  you like". Your name 
is  Amr  and your friends name is Esam. 

……................................................…………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………...........……………………………………………….  
……................................................…………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………. 
…………………………………………………………...........……………………………………………….  

…………………………………………………………...........……………………………………………….  
  
  


